ii
In this work, beaded curtains distribute light similar to rhinestone suits while paper provides a threshold between the viewer and source of animation. Thin, handmade paper mediates the light transmission to the viewer, but they are accessible from all sides. As someone walks past, the beads start to sway and the paper fills like a sail. The viewer orients them self to the front of the piece and the effect in motion. The natural mellow character of the paper diffuses the light reflected from the silver strands as they sway. The illusion becomes a memory of reflected light. (Fig. 2, Fig. 3) Banners announce that an event has happened or likely will in this space. They could serve as the aftermath or the self-aware preparation for a notable celebration. I see them as pre-artifacts of the anonymous event; intentionally altered with printed residue. They are made of paper, a material easily destroyed or discarded, with varying degrees of printed (Fig 4) Horses are like trains in this sense, still a romantic means of personal transportation, but not a necessity.
They remain a presence in American psyche, and are decreasingly experienced first-hand.
The paper is so thin and large that is an unusually fragile material, especially susceptible to changes in the environment. For this reason, it acts as an instantly nostalgic material. Light off of silver beads creates a flutter of reflected circles on the surface of the paper. The light is in motion, out of focus, like a prehistoric attempt at creating a Television.
Thus, the sources of reflected light are revealed; the beads, to reinforce that this illusion is simple, reminiscent of light reflected off of water. (Fig. 5 ) 
